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iGEM 2011 Meals Assignment 

 

Included Meals 

Friday: Causal reception during practice session  

Saturday: Breakfast, lunch, tea break; buffet dinner during social event@LG7 floor 

Sunday: Breakfast and lunch 

 

On-campus Meal Locations 

On Friday night, sandwiches and drinks will ONLY be available outside Lecture Theatre K 

at 6:00pm. Please pick up your meal using coupons.  

 

On Saturday and Sunday, meals will be provided at 4 stalls in the Academic Concourse. You 

are required to pick up meals at stations which you have been assigned (assignment is 

printed on your meal tickets).  

 

Breakfasts and tea breaks are not assigned, and you may go to any open station. 

 

Meal tickets 

Your meal tickets, which indicate the assigned locations, are in your name badge holder. 

Remember to bring the appropriate ticket and wear your jamboree name badge at all times. 

One ticket will be exchanged for one meal at your assigned station. If you are picking up 

meals for another team member(s), be sure to bring their ticket(s) and know their meal 

choice(s) (see menu below). Selections are available on a first come-first serve basis, so be 

prepared with a second choice in case your first choice is not available. Assigned foods 

stations help make distribution quicker, and your cooperation is greatly appreciated.  

 

Special Meals 

If you indicated on your registration that you require a vegetarian lunch, it will be available at 

your assigned food stations. If you indicated another requirement (vegan, gluten free, etc), 

your lunch will be available and labeled at your assigned food stations. If you did not inform 

us of any dietary restrictions, please go the registration/information desk located outside 

Lecture Theatre B, as soon as possible. We will try to accommodate your needs but cannot 
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guarantee special requests that are not made prior to arrival. 

 

Meal Stations by Color: 

Red ticket: station located outside Lecture Theatre A (LTA) 

Yellow ticket: station located outside Lecture Theatre C (LTC) 

Green ticket: station located outside Lecture Theatre D (LTD) 

Blue ticket: station located outside Lecture Theatre E (LTE) 

 

Seating 

Limited seating is available at courtyard outside Lecture Theatre A, the coffee shop and 

courtyard outside Lecture Theatre J. Please note that food and beverage are not allowed in 

any presentation room.  

 

Trash and Recycling 

For your convenience, trash and recycling receptacles are located in all buildings.  

 

Menu for Meal Stations 

 Friday, October 14 Saturday, October 15 Sunday, October 16 

Breakfast - 1. Tuna Sandwich or 

2. Tomato Sandwich 

+ Fruit Box + Drink 

1. Cheese & Tomato 

Sandwich or 

2. Egg Mayo Sandwich 

+ Fruit Box + Drink 

 

Lunch - 1. Beef Sandwich or 

2. Hot Dog or  

3. Bell Pepper Sandwich 

+ Fruit Box + Drink 

1. Beef Sandwich or 

2. Hot Dog or 

3. Mushroom Sandwich 

+ Fruit Box + Drink 

 

Tea break  - 1. Ham & Cheese 

Croissant or  

2. Jam Bread  

+ Potato chips + Drink 

 

- 

Dinner 1. Ham Sandwich or 

2. Hot Dog or 

3. Bell Pepper Sandwich 

+Fruit Box + Drink 

 

 

(Buffet at LG7 floor) 

- 
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Meal Assignments 

Teams have been randomly assigned to food stations in order to spread out the crowded 

and cut down on the time you have to wait on line. Though you must pick up lunch in your 

assigned station, you are free to eat it wherever you wish. For judges and participants who 

are not affiliated with a team, please pick up your food at station located outside Lecture 

Theatre D.  

 

 ArtScienceBangalore LTD  Peking S LTA 

CBNU-Korea LTE  SJTU-BioX-Shanghai LTA 

Fudan-Shanghai LTA  SYSU-China LTC 

HIT-Harbin LTD  Tianjin LTC 

HKU-Hong Kong LTC  Tokyo Metropolitan LTA 

HKUST-Hong Kong LTA  Tokyo Tech LTC 

HokkaidoU Japan LTA  Tokyo-NoKoGen LTC 

Hong Kong-CUHK LTE  Tsinghua LTC 

HUST-China LTE  Tsinghua-A LTC 

IIT Madras LTD  TzuChiU Formosa LTD 

KAIT Japan LTC  UNIST Korea LTD 

KIT-Kyoto LTD  UQ-Australia LTE 

Korea U Seoul LTA  UST-Beijing LTE 

Kyoto LTA  USTC-China LTE 

Macquarie Australia LTA  USTC-Software LTE 

NCTU Formosa LTC  UT-Tokyo LTD 

NYMU-Taipei LTA  VIT Vellore LTD 

Osaka LTC  WHU-China LTE 

OUC-China LTC  XMU-China LTE 

Peking R LTC  ZJU-China LTD 


